Dynamic Telecytopathology-Guided Rapid On-Site Assessment of Percutaneous Image-Guided Fine-Needle Aspiration of Hepatic Lesions: An Institutional Review of 178 Cases.
Background: Rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) of image-guided fine-needle aspiration (IGFNA) of hepatic lesions is necessary to ensure adequate sample collection and render preliminary diagnosis. We review our experience with utilization of telecytopathology for ROSE of IGFNA of liver lesions. Materials and Methods: Cytotechnologists at a remote site transmitted real-time images of Diff-Quik-stained cytology smears of hepatic lesions obtained using an Olympus DP70 digital camera via Ethernet to a pathologist. All live communications were conducted using the Vocera voice communication system. Preliminary telecytopathology ROSE diagnosis was compared with the final diagnosis for accuracy. Results: ROSE using telecytopathology of IGFNAs of hepatic lesion was performed on a total of 178 cases. Preliminary diagnosis of unsatisfactory, benign, suspicious for malignancy, and positive for malignancy was 2%, 28%, 15%, and 55%, respectively, for telecytopathology. The overall concordance between the preliminary and final cytology diagnoses was 94.4%. Nine of the cases were upgraded to suspicious/malignant final diagnosis contributing to an upgrade rate of 5%. One case with preliminary evaluation of positive for malignancy was downgraded to benign cytology on final diagnosis resulting in a downgrade rate of 0.1%. Conclusion: Utilization of telecytopathology is highly effective and accurate for ROSE of IGFNAs of hepatic lesions and may serve as a substitute for conventional microscopy.